Neuromuscular, cognitive and metabolic implications of McArdle Syndrome: a global overview
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Abstract

Carbohydrates are the main source of body energy and they can be stored in the organism in form of glycogen and degraded when there is a need for energy. However, McArdle Syndrome patients exhibit problems to degrade glycogen due to a deficiency in myophosphorylase enzyme, making these patients intolerant to high intensity exercises because a lack of ATP available in muscle cells. It has been found muscular weakness and subsarcolemmal accumulation of glycogen in muscle fibers and in neuronal cells in McArdle Syndrome patients. In its later-onset form, it is associated to muscular dysmorphia, myoglobinuria and rhabdomyolisis. Analyzing the biochemical aspects, it is possible to notice that these patients have a low rate of ATP production due to a reduction in the availability of glucose, reducing oxidative phosphorylation. However, the metabolic “second wind” effect allows the use of other energy sources. Excessively decreased exercise-induced lactate is also characteristic of patients with McArdle Syndrome. Electromyography studies describe alterations in nerve conduction and the necessity of recruiting more motor units to contract muscle in these patients. McArdle Syndrome produces several metabolic changes in patients due to absence of myophosphorylase activity. The practice of aerobic exercise acts positively in these patients probably by increasing mitochondrial metabolism.
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1. Introduction

Several types of glycogen storage diseases (GSD) have been reported [1], [2], [3], varying from type 0 to type XIV. Those diseases, also known as glycogenoses, induce excessive accumulation of glycogen in the body, mainly due to deficiency of enzymes related to carbohydrates metabolism [3], whose structure may be normal or abnormal. The GSD may be classified as a function of the defect enzyme involved, the patients’ age, and the organs that are affected [4]. The subdivision of the GSD, in turn, is based on the particular type of carbohydrate metabolism-related enzyme deficiency. On these grounds, 14 distinct diseases have currently been identified:

- Type I, or Von Gierke’s disease, which develops due to glucose-6-phosphatase deficiency [5];
- Type II, or Pompe’s disease, which develops due to acid alpha glucosidase deficiency; it exhibits two different forms: early-onset (or the infantile form) and late-onset (or the juvenile/adult form) [6];
- Type III, or Cori’s disease, which develops due to alteration of a glycogen debranching enzyme (4-alpha glucanotransferase); it is subdivided into subtypes IIIa, IIIb, IIIc and IIId as a function of the degree of enzyme deficiency [7];
- Type IV, or Andersen disease, which develops due to alteration of the glycogen branching enzyme [8];
- Type V, or McArdle Syndrome (MS), which develops due to myophosphorylase deficiency [9];
• Type VI, or Hers’ disease, which develops due to liver phosphorylase deficiency [10]. Type VII results from phosphofructokinase deficiency [11], and types VIII and X were included in the latter category;
• Type IX, which develops due to deficiency of the liver phosphorylase kinase isoform PHK2 [12];
• Type XI, or Fanconi-Bickel Syndrome, which is caused by accumulation of the gene that encodes glucose transporter GLUT 2 [13];
• Type XII, or distal glycosogenosis, which results from aldolase A deficiency [14];
• Type XIII, which develops due to β-enolase deficiency [15];
• Type XIV, which develops due to phosphoglucomutase deficiency [16]; and
• Type 0, which develops due to glycogen synthase deficiency [17].

Although MS is caused by the deficiency of a muscle enzyme (myophosphorylase), it affects several organ systems, such as the nervous, cognitive and metabolic ones. These widespread effects occur because this enzyme participates in the breakdown of muscle glycogen, which serves as a source of energy for different cells, thus compromising muscle glycogenolysis [18].

An inability to breakdown muscle glycogen may result in the excessive storage of this polysaccharide, which can have several consequences. Individuals with GSD type V (GSD-V) usually exhibit muscle cramps, pain and fatigue during exercise and while performing the activities of daily life. Those symptoms may be due to a lack of ATP generation and regeneration by the anaerobic lactic system because the phosphorylase enzyme is unable to mobilize glycogen for hydrolysis. Consequently, the muscle fibers are exposed to acute ATP deficiency, with dysfunction of the membrane ion pumps, leading to an accelerated loss of membrane excitability, and then fatigue, cramps and downregulation of membrane ATPase [19]. There is controversy in the literature regarding the treatment of individuals with MS [20], [21]. Nevertheless, some authors have observed that exercise might contribute to reducing the symptoms of disease during its practice [22]. Although the fact that individuals with MS should avoid strenuous exercise is well established in the literature, a complete lack of exercise may result in a reduction of the muscle mitochondria content. This reduction could create further problems, as the mitochondrial enzymes play a crucial role in the metabolism of lipids [23], which constitute an energy source that is not directly affected in MS. In addition, the recommendation to refrain from exercise may further reduce the patients’ exercise tolerance [24].

Thus, the aim of the present study was to perform a literature review of MS and its implications for the musculoskeletal and related systems and the therapeutic methods related to the practice of exercise.

2. Methods

The present study consisted of a literature survey on the subject of interest, for which purpose the following related keywords were used in all possible combinations: glycogenosis, McArdle Syndrome, action potential, musculoskeletal system, metabolism, and physical activity. The present article describes data gathered from books, periodical publications (mainly), essays, and masters’ and doctoral dissertations. The SciELO, LILACS, PubMed, ScienceDirect, and BIREME databases were searched with no time limits to collect as much information as possible on the subject of interest.

3. McArdle Syndrome

MS was first described by Brian McArdle in an individual unable to increase venous lactate levels and breakdown glycogen while performing ischemic exercise [25]. MS is a rare disease that is caused by changes in the gene PYGM, which encodes the enzyme phosphorylase. Several PYGM gene mutations are associated with myophosphorylase defects, which points to the wide molecular heterogeneity of myophosphorylase deficiency and the absence of genotype-phenotype correlations [26], [27]. Mutations in the PYGM gene cause phosphorylase deficiency or its full absence during the course of glycogen metabolism, which impairs the generation of ATP from the breakdown of glycogen [28]. In their study, Zange et al. [29] found a reduction of the oxidative phosphorylation rate in 19 individuals with MS. A reduction or absence of glycogen breakdown in the first minutes of exercise training may be one of the main factors associated with the development of fatigue, muscle contracture and cramps, which are usually reported by individuals with MS [30].

Although most MS symptoms usually appear in childhood [30], diagnosis is often established only much later, in adulthood [20]. The disease manifestations vary from muscle fatigue, cramps, contracture and intolerance to exercise [24], [20] to more severe conditions, such as myoglobinuria (the presence of myoglobin in the urine, making it darker) and rhabdomyolysis (the breakdown of muscle tissue that leads to the release of muscle fiber contents into blood [31]). The action potential is also affected in patients with MS. Lorenzoni et al. [32] reported one case of MS in which needle electromyography showed a reduction of the compound muscle action potential amplitude following a short period of voluntary muscle activity or high-frequency repetitive stimulation. Those findings may have been observed due to absence of glycogen, which normally serves as an energy substrate for the active transport of ions through the neuronal membrane.
Another striking feature of MS is the fact that, as a function of the reduction of the glycogen oxidation rate with a consequent decrease in the ATP levels, increase of ADP ones [19], which is attended by an exaggerated ammonia response and an increase in the serum creatine kinase level, with the latter being used as a disease marker [30]. The more severe symptoms are related to tubular necrosis that results from rhabdomyolysis [33]. Due to all of the above mentioned symptoms, the patient’s often exhibit difficulty when performing simple activities of daily life, such as climbing stairs and moving objects.

Although the primary affected site in MS patients is the skeletal muscle, as a function of the isoenzyme deficiency that characterizes the disease, several authors have reported the association of other conditions. Moustafa, Patton, and Connelly [34] described a case of MS associated with obstructive hypertrophic cardiomyopathy in a patient without a family history of the latter. Nicholls et al. [35] reported the case of a patient with MS who developed angina. As a function of the MS rarity, it is still difficult to infer sound conclusions on the relationship between MS and cardiovascular disorders. Although the available data are not sufficient to assert such a relationship, the cardiovascular response to physical activity is known to be greater in individuals with MS compared to healthy ones [36].

Further, there is a single report in the literature of a case of MS associated with non-muscular complications affecting the respiratory system [37]. As in the case of the cardiovascular disorders, there is no conclusive evidence regarding the association of MS with respiratory disorders, which, in fact, may not be a consequence of the former.

4. Implications of MS for the musculoskeletal system

4.1. Implications for the muscles

As noted above, symptoms such as fatigue, muscle cramps and contracture have been described by individuals with MS who are subjected to exercise or other types of physical exertion [24], [20]. Although these symptoms usually appear in childhood, their onset may also occur later in life. In the latter case, the classic symptoms of disease appear in adulthood or old age. Felice, Schneebaum, and Jones [38] reported a case involving a physically active individual in whom the symptoms of disease – muscle cramps, upper limb weakness, and an increase in serum creatine kinase levels – appeared starting at 60 years old.

Additionally, Wolfe et al. [39] reported a case of late-onset of symptoms. The patient was 73 years old, physically active and had no history of intolerance to exercise until weakness appeared first in the left arm and, seven years later, also in the right arm, this patient additionally exhibited muscle atrophy.

Other patterns of permanent muscle weakness have also been described in individuals with MS. Some examples of such patterns are the “Limb Girdle”, asymmetrical weakness mimicking facioscapulohumeral dystrophy (FSHD), and periscapular muscle weakness [40]. A systematic analysis showed that progressive muscle weakness and muscle dysmorphia occur more frequently among individuals with late-onset of MS symptoms [39]. However, the mechanism underlying the development of the late-onset symptoms has not yet been elucidated.

When clinical complaints are indicative of disease presence, diagnostic testing must be performed. One of the methods used to investigate the presence of MS is histochemical analysis of the muscle tissue, which may detect the subsarcolemmal accumulation of glycogen [20], [32], as was found in several cases. Such an accumulation may be due to excess glycogen that cannot be broken down. In one rare instance, Rubio et al. [41] found that in addition to the subsarcolemmal accumulation of glycogen, the patient also exhibited subsarcolemmal oxidative accumulation of the succinate dehydrogenase enzyme due to association of MS and NADH-ubiquinone reductase dysfunction, which was possibly caused by the patient’s severe condition.

Glycogen accumulates not only at the muscle subsarcolemmal level, but also in other cells, such as axons and Schwann cells [42]. MS was also found to be associated with inclusion body myositis (IBM) [43] and myoadenylate deaminase deficiency [44].

Exercise tests are also used to improve the accuracy of diagnosis. Such tests might be based on biochemical analysis, such as the (ischemic or non-ischemic) forearm test, or on physiological responses, as observed in stress testing [36]. The forearm test is based on the fact that, as a function of deficient glycogenolysis, the blood lactate levels do not increase and the ammonia response is exaggerated in individuals with MS subjected to anaerobic exercise [45].

The earliest versions of this test, subjected patients were submitted to ischemic exercise. However, because that test induced rhabdomyolysis and many patients quit before completing the test, non-ischemic or partially one tests were developed [46], [47]. Kazemi-Esfarjani, Skomorowska and Jensen [47] compared four different forearm test protocols, including the classic ischemic protocol with the dynamometer set intended maximal voluntary contraction force (MVC) and subsequent contractions over a one-minute period. According to those authors, a non-ischemic aerobic protocol at 100% of MVC is effective at detecting muscle glycolytic disorders because it is similar to the classic protocol and it is better tolerated by individuals with MS.

The scope of muscles MS implications is wide, as it is characterized by specific symptoms and muscle features that are mainly related to biochemical problems.
4.2. Metabolic implications

Anaerobic lactic metabolism is impaired in individuals with MS due to significant reduction in oxidative phosphorylation caused by the low availability of glucose derived from glycogen breakdown, thus resulting in a reduction of the ATP resynthesis rate [48]. In healthy individuals, the myophosphorylase enzyme breaks glycogen down into glucose-1-phosphate. Then, other enzymes regulate the glycogen metabolism up to glycolysis, followed by its catabolism and energy release. In the case of individuals with MS, the reaction stops at the step at which glucose-1-phosphate is released because the absence or dysfunction of the myophosphorylase enzyme impairs the breakdown of the 1-4-α-glycosidic bonds in glycogen [19].

The deficiencies related to glycogen breakdown and energy production notwithstanding, the human body is able to improve its metabolism to produce energy from other sources. In the absence of glycolysis, the body soon increases the oxidation rate of free glucose available during exercise [49], which is accompanied by a reduction of the heart rate and sudden development of tolerance to exercise. This effect is known as “second wind” and occurs due to an increase in the muscle capacity for oxidative phosphorylation [50]. This glucose is crucial to compensate for the lack of glucose derived from the breakdown of muscle glycogen [51].

As noted above, the dramatic increase in the serum creatine kinase levels, which may reach as high as 4,000 U/L (normal values reach up to 500 U/L), is one of the features characteristically exhibited by individuals with MS. This level of increase is considered to be a marker of possible muscle damage. Exacerbated increases of the serum creatine kinase levels may lead to episodes of rhabdomyolysis and consequent kidney injury.

Not all individuals with MS exhibit full suppression of myophosphorylase activity, and in such cases symptoms occur as a function of functional enzyme activity percentage. Vitamin B6, in the form of pyridoxal-5-phosphate (PLP), plays a relevant role in the functioning of myophosphorylase. PLP binds to lysine in the phosphorylase subunits, and this bond is relevant for appropriate phosphorylase activity. Individuals with MS who exhibit low myophosphorylase activity levels also exhibit dramatic reduction of the PLP levels [52]. A strong association with PLP reduction may be one of the factors involved in the failure of the residual myophosphorylase activity. The use of vitamin B6 supplements is effective at improving the residual myophosphorylase activity because it improves exercise tolerance, increases lactate level during exercise, and possibly also aids the regeneration of muscle fibers after episodes of rhabdomyolysis. Conversely, these manifestations of the disease might recur following the discontinuance of vitamin B6 [53], [54].

Although the lactate levels are normal at rest in individuals with MS, they cannot be raised during exercise, as would normally occur due to metabolism of glucose. In the human body, lactate has hormonal functions, such as the stimulation of testosterone secretion [55]. Consequently, hormones whose release is stimulated by increased lactate levels might be altered in MS patients [56].

Nutritional strategies have been sought for controlling the metabolic disorders present in MS patients. In a randomized, double-blind study conducted with 12 individuals with MS, Vissing and Haller [49] found that the intake of 75 g of sucrose before exercise was able to increase the serum glucose level, which resulted in an increased exercise tolerance, and reduced heart rate in the treated group compared to the placebo group. Andersen et al. [57] showed that in spite of exaggerated lipid mobilization, the infusion of free fatty acids in individuals with MS subjected to exercise training did not have an effect, most likely because there is a metabolic bottleneck in the Krebs Cycle due to impaired glycolytic flux in MS patients.

4.3. Relationship with physical activity

Exercise has long been considered to be contraindicated in MS patients to avoid problems associated with myoglobinuria [30]. A lack of physical activity may aggravate the problems associated with MS, and the exertion tolerance of the affected individuals may reduce in parallel their oxidative capacity [23]. However, several studies have reported positive results of a potential treatment for MS. In the study by Haller et al. [22], eight individuals with MS were subjected to an anaerobic exercise program on a cycle ergometer for 14 weeks, and the work capacity, cardiac output, and oxygen uptake were monitored. The results showed increases in the participants’ work capacity and oxygen uptake as well as an increase of the mitochondrial metabolism. These results suggest that individuals with MS should perform aerobic training to increase their mitochondrial oxidative capacity, thus reducing the odds of the occurrence of symptoms of the disease. In a study conducted with 46 individuals with MS, Maté-Muñoz et al. [58] found that the participants’ peak oxygen uptake (VO₂) was much lower when compared to that of sedentary healthy individuals. In that study, the application of a progressive aerobic exercise program was associated with increases of the oxygen uptake and workload.

5. The nervous system and McArdle Syndrome

5.1. Cognitive implications
There are few studies on the association of cognitive impairment and MS. Although the evidence for such an association is weak, the concept should not be fully dismissed. One case report relative to another GSD showed that mutation of the enzyme phosphorylase b kinase might cause cognitive impairment in affected individuals [59]. There is a single case report in the literature indicating an association between cognitive impairment and MS. Although Mancuso et al. [60] reported an association between cognitive impairment and MS, that study was based on previous evidence related to other case studies and other isoenzymes. Thus, the reported findings may have been observed due merely to chance.

5.2. Neural (neuromuscular) implications

The fibers composing the human skeletal muscle are innervated by large myelinated nerve fibers originating in spinal cord motor neurons. For muscle contraction to occur normally, an action potential must travel along the membranes of the nerve fibers. According to Lorenzoni [32], electromyography has been used for the clinical assessment of individuals with suspected metabolic myopathy ever since the first description of MS in 1951. Indeed, this method is practical, and simple, and plays a relevant role in the diagnosis and follow-up of conditions that lead to fatigue of the muscle tissue [61].

An analysis of the results of studies on motor nerve conduction following short-term maximal muscular effort or repeated stimulation may reveal findings typical of MS. In MS, the electromyographic findings vary as a function of the moment at which the test is performed and the severity of disease, so results may be normal in patients with recent onset disease.

Neurophysiological studies showed that MS also involves the impairment of muscle fiber membrane excitability during contraction. Haller et al. [62] detected low sodium-potassium pump (Na⁺/K⁺ATPase) levels in the extracellular membrane, with consequent impairment of the ion transport across the membrane and increase of the extracellular potassium concentration. In turn, exaggerated extracellular potassium levels decrease the membrane excitability during muscle contraction, which accounts for the reduction found in the muscle action potential following physical exertion or repeated stimulation. The mechanism of impaired Na⁺/K⁺ATPase functioning in MS is not fully elucidated, but it may be related to the inadequate supply of ATP produced by glycolysis to the muscle fiber Na⁺/K⁺ATPase pump [63].

In a study with MS patients, Lorenzoni et al. [32] found changes in the motor nerve conduction following short-term voluntary muscle exertion or high-frequency repetitive stimulation. In most patients, the amplitude of the muscle action potential exhibited a significant reduction after a 30- or 90-second effort, returning to its normal level after a period of rest.

Other studies that applied electromyography found that patients with MS require more motor unit recruitment for a given power output compared to healthy individuals, which may be one of the causes of their intolerance to exercise [64].

6. Conclusion

A short review of MS showed that it is associated with a broad scope of symptoms that involve the muscles and cause metabolic and, possibly, cognitive impairment, metabolic dysfunction due to myophosphorylase deficiency, and impairment of the membrane potential and Na⁺/K⁺ATPase pumps. Although there is no cure for MS, treatment by means of low-to-moderate intensity exercise induces benefits in the affected individuals, such as an increase of the mitochondrial metabolism. Accordingly, the discontinuance of training may be followed by the reappearance of symptoms of the disease.
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